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What is Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)?
Bus Rapid Transit, or BRT, is a
higher speed, higher capacity
mode of public transit now in
operation in over 40 cities across
the U.S. - including the nearby
cities of Columbus, Cleveland,
and Indianapolis – with several
others in development. BRT uses
a wide array of design features
and technologies to create a
system tailored to meet local
conditions
and
needs.
As
described in this presentation, no
two BRT are alike. Examples from
other cities are used to help
describe each feature and
technology, and how they work
together to improve access to
jobs, activities and opportunities.

Clockwise from upper left: Red Line, Indianapolis; RapidRide, Seattle; The Vine, Vancouver, Washington
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What is Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)?
▪ An enhanced bus system that operates on bus lanes or other transitways,
combining the flexibility of buses with the efficiency of rail.
▪ Operates at faster speeds, provides greater service reliability, and
increased customer service.
▪ Uses a combination of advanced technologies, infrastructure, and operational
investments that provide significantly better service than traditional bus
service.
▪ Can play a significant role in the economic development of corridors.
▪ Positively impacts businesses and property values.
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Major U.S. BRT Systems in Operation
SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WA SWIFT
SEATTLE, WA RAPID RIDE
VANCOUVER, WA THE VINE
EUGENE, OR EmX

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL, MN
A, B, C, RED, ORANGE LINES
ALBANY, NY BUS PLUS

GRAND RAPIDS, MI SILVER LINE

SAN FRANCISCO, CA VAN NESS BRT
FT. COLLINS, CO TRANSFORT

NEW YORK, NY SBS

CLEVELAND, OH HEALTH LINE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN RED LINE

KANSAS CITY, MO MAX

HARTFORD, CT CTFASTRAK

PITTSBURGH, PA BUSWAY

CHICAGO, IL LOOP LINK
OMAHA, NE ORBT

BOSTON, MA SILVER LINE

COLUMBUS, OH
CMAX

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD FLASH
ALEXANDRIA, VA METROWAY

RICHMOND, VA PULSE

LAS VEGAS, NV MAX
SAN BERNARDINO, CA SbX
TULSA, OK AERO

LOS ANGELES, CA METRO RAPID
ALBUQUERQUE, NM ART

EL PASO, TX BRIO
JACKSONVILLE, FL FIRST COAST FLYER

ORLANDO, FL LYMMO
HOUSTON, TX METRO RAPID

ST. PETERSBURG, FL SUN RUNNER
MIAMI, FL TRANSITWAY
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What are the Features of BRT?
A wide range of design features and technologies can be combined to create a BRT system meets the
goals of the community and is appropriate to local conditions, such as traffic, ridership, and the built
environment. Each feature listed below is described in more detail and illustrated with examples from BRT
systems across the U.S.



Frequent, all-day service





Connections to major
destinations

Attractive, clean, safe and
comfortable stations



Less time stopped at stations



State-of-the-art buses





Fewer stations but at key
locations

Technology to help shorten
travel time



Priority lanes for buses



Unique identity
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Frequent, All-Day Service

EmX, Eugene Oregon

Swift, Snohomish County, Washington

The Vine, Vancouver, Washington

High frequency and convenient hours of operation are important factors in attracting riders to BRT. Wait
times are short. During busy travel times, passengers do not need a timetable- they’ll know the next bus will
be arriving in 15 minutes or less. Service can run into the late-night hours and on weekends, helping to
provide critical access to jobs and other activities and opportunities.
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Connections to Major Destinations

BRT lines are designed to connect where people live with
employment and activity centers along busy travel corridors.
Cleveland’s Health Line, for example, connects downtown and
Cleveland State University campus with the busy University Circle
area, home of the Cleveland Clinic, University Hospital, Case
Western Reserve University, and several cultural institutions.
Convenient and direct connections between major activity centers
help generate ridership.
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State-of-the-Art Buses

Clockwise from top: 60-ft articulated bus, Flash, Montgomery County, Maryland, EmX articulated
bus, Eugene, Oregon; on-board next stop announcement display, A Line, Minneapolis

Self service wheelchair docking (left) and bicycle docking, Swift,
Snohomish County, Washington

The size and type of BRT vehicles are tailored to the corridor and ridership demand. Most BRT systems use
60-ft. “articulated” buses that have a higher capacity than a standard 40-ft. bus. Metro’s fleet already
includes several articulated, or “bendy,” buses on some of its busiest routes. BRT buses feature Wi-Fi,
charging outlets, next stop displays, and comfortable seating. They also provide state-of-the-art
accommodations for persons with disabilities and accommodate bikes, strollers, and other mobility
devices.
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State-of-the-Art Buses

Indianapolis Red Line battery charging at its bus garage

On-route “fast charge” device, Los
Angeles

Metro is currently exploring options for low- or no-emission, alternative fuel buses that will gradually
replace existing diesel buses as they are retired from service. Alternatives include battery electric buses
(BEBs) and fuel cell electric buses (FCEBs) powered by hydrogen along with compressed natural gas (CNG)
buses. BEBs are rapidly growing in popularity as battery storage and charging technology as rapidly
improving. Indianapolis is one of the first cities to design its BRT system for BEBs, which are charged
overnight at its bus garage (left and center photos) and receive a “quick charge” (upper right) at each end
of the BRT route.
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Fewer Stations but at Key Locations
One of the key factors that causes slow bus
service is having to stop every one or two
blocks. To shorten travel times, BRT stops, or
stations, are typically spaced an average of
every half mile, although spacing can vary.
BRT station locations must be carefully
planned to make sure that residents and
workers can easily access the service.
Stations are typically located at major job
and activity centers, such as hospitals and
schools, along with neighborhood business
districts, senior citizen housing, and major
transfer points with other bus routes.

EmX, Eugene Oregon

As they develop BRT systems, many transit
agencies maintain some “all stops” local
service along the BRT route to ensure
everyone has access to vital transit services.
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Attractive, Clean, Safe and
Comfortable Stations

Red Line, Indianapolis

MAX, Kansas City

Good design of BRT stations creates a welcoming environment, providing sufficient shelter from the
elements while creating an open feel. Stations include seating, real-time next bus arrival displays, ticket
vending machines for pre-paid fares, maps, and schedule information. BRT systems typically employ a
unified look of all stations along the line, although different sizes and configurations allow for their
placement in a variety of conditions and environments. At night, high visibility and good lighting are
essential.
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Attractive, Clean, Safe and
Comfortable Stations

Above: EmX, Eugene, Oregon
Below, MAX, Kansas City

Swift, Snohomish County, Washington

Silver Line, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Station designs and size vary from city to city. Specific design
elements can also serve as an opportunity to incorporate artwork
and highlight neighborhood identity. Stations often include blue
light emergency call boxes, markers or pylons that help identify
the system and station, and landscaping elements.
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Less Time Stopped at Stations

Clockwise from left:
Silver Line, Grand
Rapids, Michigan; The
Vine, Vancouver,
Washington, Flash,
Montgomery County,
Maryland

Travel time is impacted by the amount of time buses are stopped to
board and disembark passengers. The time stopped at stations can
be reduced, in part, by raising the sidewalk or platform by a few
inches to match the level of the floor of the bus. This is called “level
boarding” eliminating the need for passengers to negotiate steps,
ramps and lifts, making it quick and easy for everyone to board and
exit the bus.
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Less Time Stopped at Stations

Left to right: Health Line, Cleveland; Ogden BRT, Utah; Swift, Snohomish County, Washington

Level boarding also provides for “precision docking.” This enables the bus
to stop within just a few includes of the station platform. Docking
technologies vary and continue to evolve. However, a low-tech solution
used by many systems called a “rub rail.” A plastic rail is installed along the
edge of the platform, allowing the bus operator to safely approach the
platform and stop as close to the platform edge as possible. This further
enables all passengers, whether they walk or roll, to easily, safely, and
quickly board and exit the bus.
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Less Time Stopped at Stations

All photos: Swift, Snohomish County,
Washington

One of the chief causes of delay at a bus stop is
lining up to board through the front door while
customers pay with cash or tap or swipe a card at
the farebox. With BRT, customers pay for their
fare in advance, either at a ticket vending
machine at the station, online, or with an app. As
a result, passengers can board via any door, not
just the front door, further speeding the
boarding process.
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Technology to Shorten Travel Time

Another significant source of delay for buses is hitting a red
light at an intersection and sitting for several minutes
waiting for a green light and traffic to clear. TSP - Traffic
Signal Priority – uses technology to enable buses to
communicate with the traffic signal. As a bus approaches a
signal, an optical detector engages with the traffic signal to
hold the green light a few seconds longer to allow it to clear
the intersection (shown on the graphic, right) and stay on
schedule.

First Coast Flyer, Jacksonville, Florida
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Technology to Shorten Travel Time

TSP can go hand in hand with a design
concept called a “queue jump.” There are
different varieties of queue jumps but they
are often used in conjunction with a right
turn-only lane. The green arrow for motorists
turning right also allows buses to safely move
straight through the intersection before other
traffic gets the green light to proceed.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

Upper left:
Washington, DC
Lower left:
New York City
Right:
Pulse, Richmond,
Virginia

One of the most impactful BRT treatments in terms of shortening travel
time for passengers is the use of priority, or exclusive lanes, for buses
along key segments of the route. There is a wide range of strategies for
applying priority and exclusive, bus only lanes in an urban setting.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

Metro and the City of Cincinnati have recently taken the first steps
toward traffic lane modifications that help buses bypass congestion
and provide more reliable service for passengers.

While they extend for only a few blocks and are in effect only during
peak (rush hour) periods, the red lanes on Main Street have been
successful in moving buses and passengers smoothly through
downtown. This is one example of how priority lanes could be
applied on BRT routes in Hamilton County.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

These photos show two different types of exclusive, bus only lanes. In Boston (left), the two center lanes of Columbus Avenue have been converted to bus only lanes, allow for one through lane
in each direction for traffic while maintaining on-street parking. In New York (right), the curbside lanes were converted to bus only, with general traffic using the two center lanes.

Consideration of priority and exclusive lanes for buses requires careful planning and coordination with
neighborhoods, business districts, and the various jurisdictions that a potential BRT line would traverse.
Consensus must be achieved on acceptable traffic flow, on-street parking needs, and the extent, location,
and application of exclusive lanes.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

The types of exclusive or priority lanes used can creatively adapt to local conditions. Eugene, Oregon (left),
for example, pioneered the concept of bi-directional bus lanes on its EmX BRT system. These are single
lanes, usually placed in the middle of the street, on which buses operate in both directions. Bi-directional
lanes are controlled through signals, transit communications systems, GIS-based vehicle locator
technology, and line-of-sight operation. A portion of the Red Line BRT in Indianapolis also features bidirectional exclusive lane segments that help maintain on-street parking in an older residential area. At
stations, the single lane goes to two, to allow buses to load and unload passengers and to pass one
another safely and efficiently.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

Another variation of priority lanes for buses is called a “BAT lane.” BAT stands for “Business Access & Transit”
or “Bus and Turn” lanes. These are generally located in the curb lane. Motorists are allowed in the BAT lane
to turn right and access homes, business, stores, and other destinations along the street. All through traffic is
prohibited from using the BAT lane, allowing buses to move more efficiently than when they are sharing a
lane with all general traffic.
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Priority Lanes for Buses

BUS
ONLY

A new BRT system being developed in Tacoma,
Washington, called Pierce Transit Stream,
illustrates the flexibility of BRT in considering
priority lane treatments.
This graphic shows how a mix of priority
treatments, ranging from exclusive lanes in the
median to operations in mixed traffic – and even a
BAT Lane segment – can result in a seamless and
effective BRT line that responds to the variety of
street, traffic, and development conditions along
the corridor.
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Unique Identity

METRORapid Silver Line, Houston

Pulse, Richmond, Virginia

Aero, Tulsa, Oklahoma

The examples of BRT from across the U.S. highlighted in this presentation feature a unique identity, or
brand, different from the overall network. Unique branding helps highlight the special qualities of the BRT
service and infrastructure, including buses, stations, and priority lanes and treatments. Some brands keep a
measure of the transit system’s name. In Houston (left), the METRO system branded its BRT service as
METRORapid, with each line identified by color. Others go in a different direction with a BRT brand
completely different from the system name, such as Pulse (center), a service of the Greater Richmond Transit
Company in Virginia, and Aero (right) the new BRT line part of Tulsa Transit in Oklahoma.
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